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Preface

• Open Source License Statement, page ix

• Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request, page ix

Open Source License Statement
Cisco Prime Home may contain, in part, certain free and/or open source software ("Open Source") under
separate license terms. Examples of such licenses may include all versions of the GNUGeneral Public License
(GPL), GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), BSD license, MIT license, Mozilla Public License,
Eclipse Public License, Apache license, and others. To find specific information regarding the Open Source
in your product, including copies of the applicable license documentation and related information, go to: (i)
for North America http://www.cisco.com/web/consumer/support/open_source.html, or (ii) for outside North
America http://www.cisco.com/web/consumer/support/open_source.html#international. Once at the site,
search for the product listing and click the related items identified.

Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, using the Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), submitting a service
request, and gathering additional information, seeWhat's New in Cisco Product Documentation, at: http://
www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/general/whatsnew/whatsnew.html.

Subscribe toWhat's New in Cisco Product Documentation, which lists all new and revised Cisco technical
documentation, as an RSS feed and deliver content directly to your desktop using a reader application. The
RSS feeds are a free service.
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C H A P T E R  1
Introduction

• Introduction to Cisco Prime Home, page 1

• Audience, page 1

• Reference Documents, page 2

Introduction to Cisco Prime Home
Prime Home is a remote management system that provides service providers with the solution they need to
control gateways, set-top boxes and other types of customer premise equipment (CPEs), as well as broadband
voice and video services. Based on a holistic management approach and leveraging standards, Prime Home
delivers extended visibility across the network and enables service providers to manage and control anything
from a single CPE to the entire connected home, to devices at the service level.

Because it is access-network agnostic, Prime Home can be used by service providers regardless of their access
technology. Its modular, flexible design enables service providers to tailor Prime Home to meet their exact
needs. And, as more functionalities and devices are introduced into the home network environment, new
support scenarios are added constantly to ensure that Prime Home meets service providers' ever-evolving
requirements.

Prime Home provides operations staff with a real-time, detailed view of the entire CPE population. Operators
can manage devices on their networks in real time for problem solving and offline for ongoing engineering
activities.

Prime Home's customer support representative (CSR) application provides CSRs with the data and tools
necessary for quickly identifying and resolving problems remotely. These extensive visibility capabilities
reduce support call duration and streamline support call responses. Most problems, including problems that
in the past typically required a technician's visit to the customer's home, can be solved during the initial support
call.

Audience
The Operations and Maintenance guide was written to provide the Prime Home system administrator with
the necessary tools required to manage, administrate and maintain the Prime Home system properly. This
guide can be read by any technical staff member who wants to learn about the system administration and
maintenance
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Reference Documents
LocationDocument Name

Ask your Account ManagerPrime Home NBI Developers Guide

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/
cloud-systems-management/prime-home/
tsd-products-support-series-home.html

Prime Home User Guide

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/
cloud-systems-management/prime-home/
tsd-products-support-series-home.html

Prime Home Installation Guide
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C H A P T E R  2
System Description

• System Architecture, page 3

• Deployment Environment, page 6

System Architecture
The diagram below illustrates the high-level architecture of a typical Prime Home deployment.

Figure 1: High Level Architecture

The top of the diagram represents the "northbound" side of the system, with interfaces to the customer support
users and to other platforms in the service provider's network. The bottom of the diagram represents the
"southbound" side, with interfaces to the managed devices. The Service Layer is therefore sometimes referred
to as the Northbound Layer, while the Connection Layer may be referred to as the Southbound Layer.

The dotted components in the diagram above may be optionally used according to the project needs.
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The components in the diagram illustrate the functional layers in the platform. Each of these three layers may
be deployed on separate servers/clusters.

The exact schema of each deployment can be found in customer specific system design documents.Note

Please refer to the Cisco Prime Home Installation Guide for information on installing and running various
components.

Database Layer
The database layer is responsible for all persistent storage in Prime Home. It consists of the database engine
running on general-purpose server hardware and a storage subsystem. The data layer is deployed on a protected
network behind the connection layer and is isolated from the public network.

All data retrieved from the CPEs by the connection layer is stored in a relational database. This includes any
pending parameter value changes that will be updated during the next communication with the CPE. Upon
completion of these update operations, the new values are read back from the device and updated in the master
CPE data repository.

The database also stores Prime Home configuration data, historical and statistical data, scheduled tasks, and
the like. The database engine makes this database available to the nodes in both the service layer and connection
layer.

Prime Home supports Oracle Database.

Service Layer
The service layer (SL) implements the core functionality of the Prime Home business logic. It provides the
following functionalities:

• Displays the Prime Home services to CSRs within the service provider's network, providing a rich
web-based interface.

• Implements all of the core application logic necessary to fulfill CSR requests, monitor the application
performance, calculate alert/alarm conditions, initiate scheduled operations, authenticate users and more.

• Interacts with external OSS/BSS systems to extract system and CPE related information from the
operators' systems, including CPE topology information, user authentication, and system monitoring
notifications.

• Implements business rules such as device alerts calculation and reporting the status to the user and
monitoring systems.

• Monitors Prime Home application KPIs and reports alarms and statistics to the service provider's NOC
/ NMS systems

• Provides rich REST API to allow customer systems to extract information and perform operations with
specific devices or system wide.

• Supports the initiation of on-demand sessions for non-CWMP interfaces (e.g. XMPP/STUN).
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Connection Layer
The connection layer (CL) is responsible for all interactions with CPEs and connects to the network where
the CPEs are deployed. The CL sits behind a firewall and a load balancer that distributes the CPE traffic load
between the connection layer nodes. It also interfaces with the data layer and service layer through separate
network interfaces.

The CL implements the CPE WAN management protocol (CWMP), as defined by the Broadband Forum. Its
primary tasks are to provision managed devices and update the Prime Home database to reflect the CPE's
current state.

The CL interacts with CPEs to make configuration changes, manage firmware/software updates, and collect
data. It supports the initiation of on-demand sessions ("Connection Request" in CWMP). For example, when
Prime Home is required to send updated information to a CSR or perform scheduled operations at a specific
time.

A system manager component included at the connection layer monitors the CL application's KPIs, as well
as the managed CPE, and reports alarms and statistics to the service provider's NOC/NMS systems.

Cisco Management Heartbeat server (CMHS)
CMHS is used for monitoring CPE Wireline, 3G connectivity and 3G signal strength. CMHS is also used for
initiating on-demand TR-069 connection requests to CPEs behind a NAT.

When CMHS is deployed, the device creates an always-on connection with CMHS that is used to communicate
the connection status from the device to Prime Home; and is used by Prime Home to request that the device
checks in. Due to the fact that it is the device that initiates the connection to CMHS (and not CMHS to the
device), any networking issues that would ordinarily arise from having the device behind a NAT are avoided.

CMHS uses XMPP protocol for all interactions with the device. CMHS performs the following core functions:

• Connectivity between CPE and heartbeat servers over 3G and Wireline interfaces.

• CMHS Client sends a heartbeat at regular intervals in order to maintain each of the TCP connections
and monitor connectivity.

• StatusMonitoring: CMHSClient reports status to CMHS Server after booting up and sends status change
message if status has been changed.

• Generate alarms for changes to CPE status parameters or connectivity.

Log Upload Server (LUS)
The Log Upload Server (LUS) is primarily used by the CPEs to upload its log bundles. LUS can be used by
the CPEs to upload bulk data in the form of a file. Examples of such files include system log, performance
data, and other diagnostics data. Prime Home supports both periodic and on-demand file uploads. The LUS
is helpful for Support Engineers who need to troubleshoot issues.
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Download Server (DS)
TheDownload server allows a device to retrieve firmware and software images using HTTP/S. The Download
server is also used for retrieving diagnostic throughput files. Multiple download services can be placed behind
a load balancer to support increased scale and availability needs. A single VIP is exposed so that a CPE can
retrieve an image from any download instance that is part of the cluster. In addition, the HTTP Range header
is supported so that if an instance or network failure occurs during a session, the device can resume where it
left off.

Deployment Environment
This chapter describes the hardware, software and networking environment used in Cisco Prime Home
deployments, as well as the scalability and high-availability options.

Server Requirements for Hardware
The following table lists the server requirements used in selecting hardware for a typical Prime Home
installation.

Table 1:

Data LayerConnection LayerService Layer

2*2*2*Processors: Intel Xeon E5560

(6 core, 2.80 GHz, 12MB L3 cache)

64GB32GB32GBMemory: PC3-10600 (DDR3)

222Local storage: 146GB SAS HDD (2.5"
10k, or 3.5" 15k)

666LAN: Gigabit Ethernet ports**

RequiredOptional***Optional***SAN: Fiber Channel HBA

222Power supply

* The minimal requirement is having 2 servers per layer (for redundancy / high availability). The exact number
of servers depends on the estimated network capacity. See the dimensioning matrix in System Configuration
Specification for more details.

** The number of Ethernet ports required depends on the network topology; please refer to the section on
Network Topology below for more information.
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Storage Hardware
Storage for the Prime Home Data Layer is deployed on an external storage solution, typically SAN-based.
This is necessary to implement the 1:1 active/standby redundancy model for the Data Layer DB engine and
to simplify backup of critical data.

Disk Array

≥ 3 drives*HDD Storage: SAS (2.5" or 3.5") in RAID-10 or
RAID-5 configuration

>= 2x 128GB (RAID1)*HDD Storage, for DB redo logs

>= 4**Host Interface: Fiber Channel ports

Optional***Fiber Channel switches

* The exact number of drives depends on the estimated network capacity. See the dimensioning matrix in
System Configuration Specification for more details.

* * The exact number of ports depends on the database sizing requirements. The current table assumes 2
redundant DB servers in 1:1 cluster scheme.

*** Fiber Channel switches are typically required when the Data Layer disk array is deployed as a shared
storage solution for other Prime Home layers, or when other systems are connected to the disk array (e.g. as
part of a backup solution).

Software Characteristics
DescriptionName

All Prime Home servers run Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.5 64-bit (x86_64).Operating System

Cisco Prime Home supports the following data replication solutions:

• Oracle DataGuard - used as a solution for database backup and redundancy
purposes.

• Oracle Active Data Guard - used as a solution for backup, redundancy
and online data replication for reporting purposes.

• Postgres

Database Layer

The Service Layer runs on top of Apache Tomcat version 7.0.45. The Web
Interface layer utilizes Liferay Portal version 6.2 CE.

Service Layer

The Connection Layer runs on Wildfly version 9.Connection Layer
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High Availability and Scalability
Cisco Prime Home supports networks with hundreds of thousands or even millions of devices, hundreds of
CSR users and several terabytes worth of device configuration data and metadata. Each of these metrics affects
a different layer of the Cisco Prime Home platform, and since the scalability needs differ from one customer
to the next, each of the layers is scalable independently, according to the relevant layer's characteristics.

The diagram below illustrates Cisco Prime Home system architecture with its high availability schemas:

Figure 2: Prime Home System Architecture

The High Availability setup synchronizes the Jreport directory between all the SL systems. Changes are
typically made on the system that is currently the active jreport system (the primary) and synchronized to any
other SL systems that are configured. If the primary system becomes unavailable, the customer is rerouted to
a secondary system.

There are two components that work together to implement the syncing solution. The first is lsyncd, a utility
that watches for changes in one or more directory trees. When it detects a change it invokes the second utility
csync2 that replicates those changes to the other systems. We use /etc/init.d/ph-sync to manage lsyncd (start,
stop, status, restart). lsyncd should automatically start when the system starts.
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Data Layer (HA)
The Data Layer servers typically implement 1:1 (active - passive) high availability schema, using either Oracle
Data Guard, RedHat ClusterManaged (RHCM) or Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) to implement high-availability.
The cluster manager application is responsible for managing the active/standby status of the Oracle database
engine, managing the floating IP address and re-attaching the external storage volumes in case of a failover.

The connection from each server to the storage array is redundant, and the disk volumes use RAID mirroring
to protect against failure of individual drives.

Connection Layer (HA)
The Connection Layer consists of essentially independent 'worker' processes. Each server can therefore be
treated as a resource, and new servers can be added as needed without impacting the existing servers. In
addition, to be able to handle the required capacity of TR-069 sessions with millions of CPEs - high availability
and scalability of this layer is essential.

The Connection Layer allows horizontal scalability through clustering and is deployed in a load-sharing
configuration (N+M). The minimal high availability schema of a Prime Home deployment will be 1+1 (2
active nodes).

• Application Load balancer -in charge of sharing the load between the N cluster nodes.

• Hazelcast: in-memory data grid in charge of managing shared resources between the layer's nodes (e.g.,
application cache).

To make sure the Connection Layer's process is up, Cisco Prime Home uses an application watchdog that
constantly monitors the Cisco Prime Home process and starts it up in case of a failure. In such cases, it will
also send a critical trap to the fault management system.

A load balancer (ADC = Application Delivery Controller) should be positioned between the CPE network
and the Connection Layer. The load balancer's main roles are:

• Sharing the load between the Connection Layer servers, by directing the TR-069 sessions to the least
busy node at any given time.

• Handle SSL termination, where encrypted HTTP communication is being used between the CPEs and
Cisco Prime Home. SSL Termination at the Load Balancer helps in reducing the load from the connection
layer servers.

• Handle port mapping between the incoming ports (80 / 443) and the actual port that Cisco Prime Home
Connection Layer nodes are listening on (port 8080).

• Perform NAT for connection requests from the CL servers to the CPEs.

Service Layer (HA)
The Service Layer allows horizontal scalability through clustering and can be deployed either an active-standby
(1:1) or a load-sharing configuration (N+M). The minimal high availability schema of a Cisco Prime Home
deployment will be a single active + single standby node or 1+1 (2 active nodes). The high availability is
achieved via the same tools as described above for the Connection Layer - a load balancer for load sharing,
an application watchdog for status monitoring and Hazelcast for distributed cache.
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HA Syncing
There are two components that work together to implement the syncing solution. The first is lsyncd, a utility
that watches for changes in one or more directory trees. When it detects a change it invokes the second utility
csync2 that replicates those changes to the other systems. We use /etc/init.d/ph-sync to manage lsyncd (start,
stop, status, restart). lsyncd should automatically start when the system starts.

Lsyncd is configured by the file $PANORAMA_HOME/etc/ph-sync.conf. At the end of the file is the following:
local sources = {

["/usr/local/panorama/.jreport/default/history/"] = "jreport"
}

for key, value in pairs(sources) do
sync {initSync, source=key, syncid=value}

end
Note that the sources table links the directories that lsyncd is watching
(/usr/local/panorama/.jreport/default/history)with the csync2 configuration file (/etc/csync2/csync2_jreport.cfg).
In order to add more directories to be synchronized between SL systems, you need to add a new line to this
table.

csync2 is configured by /etc/csync2/csync2_jreport.cfg. It has the following section:
group jreports {

host ph-6-4-sl1.cisco.com ph-6-4-sl2.cisco.com ;
key /etc/csync2/csync2_jreport.key;
include /usr/local/panorama/.jreport/default/history;
backup-directory /usr/local/panorama/etc/csync2/sync-conflicts/;
backup-generations 2;
auto younger;

}
The host line specifies which SLs are included in the syncing. The hostnames should match what the 'hostname'
command on that system reports otherwise csync2 won't recognize sync requests from other systems.

The key line is used to authenticate each system in the group; each system should have a copy of this key.

The "include" line defines which directory tree will be synchronized. lsyncd only detects that a change occurs
in that tree, csync2 does the synchronization. Both of them have to be configured with the same directory .If
someone wanted to add additional directories, they could either add new include lines to the group jreports
in this file or they could add a new file (csync2_<new label>.cfg) and use it. Note that in the first case the
ph-sync.conf file would have a line: ["<new directory>"] = "jreport" Where the second would have a line
["<new directory>"] = "<new label>".

CPE Provisioning
CPE provisioning relates to the process of registering a device to Prime Home, either via the CPE network
or by an external OSS/BSS system. Optionally, it also performs certain actions on the device like parameter
values settings, firmware upgrade etc.

OSS/BSS Initiated Provisioning
In this flow, the operator's OSS/BSS sends a request to Prime Home, using Prime Home NBI interface, to
apply certain provisioning configuration to the managed CPE. The parameters will be applied to the device
once it first connects to Prime Home or following a Reset to Factory Settings.

The provisioning NBI can be called by the OSS/BSS at 2 different time spots within the CPE lifecycle:

   Cisco Prime Home Operations and Maintenance Guide 6.5.1
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• Before the CPE is actually provisioned to Prime Home via the network – in this case, also referred to
as “pre-provisioning”, the provisioning settings will be stored in Prime Home pre-provisioning tables,
and will be applied to the device once it connects to Prime Home via the network.

• After the CPE has been connected to Prime Home – in this case, the provisioning settings will be applied
to the CPE immediately

Please note that those settings will be re-applied to the CPE following each future BOOTSTRAP event - an
event triggered once a CPE is reset to factory defaults.

For further information regarding Prime Home's provisioning NBI, refer to Prime Home NBI Developers
Guide.

CPE Initiated Provisioning
CPE-initiated provisioning is the process by which Prime Home applies certain configurations to a CPE either
on its first connection with Prime Home or after it has been reset to factory defaults. Configuration can include
various action types such as: parameter value settings, firmware upgrade, parameter attributes settings, etc.
Provisioning workflows can be either of the following types:

• Programmatic workflows (AKA: System Workflows): predefined logic that is coded according to the
product or the deployment specific needs. Examples for such workflows are:

◦Setting the CPE’s connection request time and interval.

◦Setting the CPE’s connection request username and password as a function of its serial number.

◦Setting a certain parameter value in the router based on its status that has been retrieved from the
operator’s OSS/BSS system (e.g. browsing restriction mode)

• User defined workflows: settings defined by the Operations user either in the Device Configuration
portlet or as part of a Batch Operation.

• OSS / BSS initiated workflows: configure certain parameter values on the device as a result of a
provisioning NBI call.
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The following diagram illustrates the flow of CPE initiated provisioning:

Figure 3: CPE Initiated Provisioning

The Device Provisioning flow is described in the sequence diagram below:

1 The device first connects to Prime Home or comes back as a result of a Factory Reset command, sending
a BOOTSTRAP event.

2 Prime Home registers the device to its database and loads the entire device’s data model.
3 The data model is loaded to the Prime Home database.
4 Prime Home checks for pre-provisioning parameters that were requested by the OSS/BSS.
5 The various provisioning workflows are executed and settings applied to the device.
6 The changed parameters’ values are retrieved from the device and updated to the Prime Home DB.
7 The workflows statuses are logged to Prime Home event log.

Device Authentication
Prime Home supports authenticating devices in the following ways.

• Basic Authentication: This is systemwide. All devices are authenticated using shared, system credentials.
For example, all devices may be using the same username/password.
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• Per Device Authentication: This is a higher level of authentication and requires each device to be
provisioned with unique credentials.

You can select which type of authentication is supported in the System > SouthboundAuthentication portlet.
This portlet allows you to configure the properties needed for System wide basic authentication. For a greater
level of authentication, each device can be configured with a unique name and password which is checked
against the provisioning_authentication database table. This is via API only. Please refer to the Prime Home
Developers Guide for more information.
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C H A P T E R  3
Application Configuration and Control

• Application Setup Conventions, page 15

• Configuration Overview, page 16

• Start Prime Home Services, page 19

• Stop Prime Home Services, page 20

• Check Status of Prime Home Services, page 21

• Pwatch for Prime Home, page 21

• Pwatch for Consul and Vault, page 22

• Pwatch for CMHS, page 22

• Access Controls , page 23

Application Setup Conventions
Prime Home application is deployed on 2 main layers – the Connection Layer and the Service Layer. Each
layer consists of a different set of processes that implements the application business logic. Each of these
processes has init scripts under /etc/init.d directory configured to start on system boot. All Prime Home
application processes, except the DB layer that runs Oracle, run under the “panorama” user. In both Connection
and Service Layers, Prime Home is installed under the $PANORAMA_HOME folder.

Connection Layer (Processes)
The Connection Layer includes the following processes:

• Prime Home business logic, running on top of JBoss AS. It is installed in $PANORAMA_HOME/acs
folder

• Prime Home internal http/https reverse proxy and ssl termination (nginx). It is installed in the
$PANORAMA_HOME/nginx folder.

• ApplicationWatchdog (pwatch) that is monitoring the Prime Home Connection Layer application status.
It is installed in the $PANORAMA_HOME/scripts/pwatch folder.
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Service Layer (Processes)
The Service Layer includes the following processes:

• Prime Home business logic, running on top of Apache Tomcat. It is installed in the
$PANORAMA_HOME/portal folder.

• Prime Home message broker, running on top of Apache ActiveMQ. It is installed in the
$PANORAMA_HOME/activemq folder.

• Prime Home application watchdog (pwatch) that is monitoring the Service Layer application status. It
is installed in the $PANORAMA_HOME/scripts/pwatch folder.

CMHS (Processes)
CMHS includes the following processes:

• CMHS business logic, running on top of Netty. Netty is a NIO client server framework, which enables
quick and easy development of network applications such as protocol servers and clients. It greatly
simplifies and streamlines network programming such as a TCP socket server. CMHS is installed in the
$CMHS_HOME folder.

• Ruby god process which is used to monitor CMHS process

Download Server (Processes)
Download Server uses http/https reverse proxy and ssl termination (nginx). It is installed in
the$PANORAMA_HOME/nginx folder.

Log Upload Server (Processes)
LUS includes the following processes:

• LUS business logic, running on top of Netty. Netty is a NIO client server framework, which enables
quick and easy development of network applications such as protocol servers and clients. It greatly
simplifies and streamlines network programming such as a TCP socket server. LUS is installed in the
$LUS_HOME folder.

• Ruby god process which is used to monitor LUS process.

Configuration Overview
Prime Home can be configured via 3 main options:

• Prime Home Portal - used to configure the GUI pages and portlets; define layout and look & feel, and
configure authorization and authentication settings (for example, LDAP integration)
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• Configuration files used to configure the different business logic components within Prime Home, such
as, Database connection, Cross-Layer connectivity, Notification Services and integration with external
servers (for example, Household topology synchronization)

• Prime Home database using the Configuration Manager utility

Prime Home configuration files (application level configuration) are kept in the
$PANORAMA_HOME/etc folder of each server.

This section lists the main modules that can be configured via configuration files, and a general overview
of what can be configured on each module.

The table in File based configurations, on page 64 lists the exact configuration properties available for
each module and what the possible values are for each configuration property.

The sections below specify how to configure particular settings on selected features.

Household Topology Synchronization Configuration (optional flow)
The Household Topology synchronization process is used to load the Cross Device Alerts groups and
synchronize the topology with the Cross Device Alerts engine. For further information regarding this process,
see Appendix C.

The following configuration options are available:

• To disable / enable notification sending for a particular target type for the entire module:
Edit the <module_name>.Notifications.default.<appender_type> = true/false

For example: CrossDeviceAlerts.Notifications.default.snmp=true will enable sending SNMP traps for
all cross device alerts.

• To disable / enable notification sending for a particular target type on a particular alert:
Edit the <module_name>.Notifications.<alarm id> property with the list of required target types.

For example: CrossDeviceAlerts.Notifications.11.snmp=false will disable sending SNMP for
APP_STORE_FAILURE alert

The list of supported alarm IDs is listed in PANORAMA-COMMON-MIB file, on the notificationAlarmId
entity.

Note

Notification Service Configuration
Prime Home includes a notification service as a central point for distributing events and notifications from
Prime Home to external systems, such as: Cross Device Alerts, performance measurements threshold crossing,
system events (server up/down), etc.

Notification Targets Configuration
Prime Home provides the administrator with the ability to configure the list of targets (AKA: appenders) that
will receive notifications from the system.
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Currently 2 types of notification target types are supported: SNMP and Syslog.

On each notification target type, it is possible to configure a specific notification type, meaning N snmp listener
/ Syslog server that Prime Home will send notifications to. Each appender is configured separately. The
parameters of each appender are built according to the following format:
Default.<type>.<appender-name>.<parameter>, where:

• <type> = snmp / Syslog

• <appender-name> = the name of the appender. (Default: local1)

• <parameter> = the specific parameter name

To configure the default SNMP target: specify the IP / Port / Community for the properties carrying the
following prefix: Default.snmp.local1.

To configure the default Syslog target, specify host / port for properties carrying the following prefix:
Default.syslog.local1.

To configure additional SNMP/ Syslog targets, add new entries replacing the “default” with a customer
appender, e.g.:Default.snmp.mySnmpAppender.

Controlling Notification Generation
Prime Home lets you control what kind of alerts will be sent to each target type. This is achieved by configuring
a respective flag on each alerting module. The following modules currently send external notifications:

• CrossDeviceAlerts – for cross device alerts generation

• HHT - for household topology failure notifications

• NotificationService – general notifications, like heartbeat (keep-alive) trap

The following configuration options are available:

To disable / enable notification sending for a particular target type for the entire module:

Edit the <module_name>.Notifications.default.<appender_type> = true/false

For example, CrossDeviceAlerts.Notifications.default.snmp=true will enable SNMP traps sending for all
cross device alerts.

To disable / enable notification sending for a particular target type on a particular alert:

Edit the <module_name>.Notifications.<alarm id> property with the list of required target types

For example, CrossDeviceAlerts.Notifications.11.snmp=false will disable SNMP sending for
APP_STORE_FAILURE alert.

The list of supported alarm IDs is listed in PANORAMA-COMMON-MIB file, on the notificationAlarmId
entity.

Note
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Start Prime Home Services
Procedure

Step 1 If you are logged in as a root user start all the Prime Home services by using the command:
service primehome start

Step 2 If you are logged in as a Panorama user, start all the Prime Home services by using the command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/primehome start

Step 3 Alternatively, you can start each component separately as detailed below.
Step 4 To start Prime Home services on the Connection Layer:

a) Open an SSH connection to the required Connection Layer server.
b) Change the user to "Panorama" if you are not already.

su - panorama

c) Start the register service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/register start

d) Start the acs service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/acs start

e) Start the nginx service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/nginx start

Step 5 To start Prime Home services on the Service Layer:
a) Open an SSH connection to the required Service Layer server.
b) Change the user to "Panorama" if you are not already.

su - panorama

c) Start the register service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/register start

d) Start the ActiveMQ service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/activemq start

e) Start the tomcat service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/tomcat start

f) Start the nginx service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/nginx start

Step 6 Start CMHS and LUS as ciscorms user using this command:
sudo service god start

Step 7 Start Download Server using this command:
<ds_nginx_location>/init/nginx start

Step 8 Check the logs to ensure that Prime Home started as expected at $PRIME_HOME/var/log/configure.log
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Stop Prime Home Services
Procedure

Step 1 If you are logged in as a root user stop all the Prime Home services by using the command:
service primehome stop

Step 2 If you are logged in as a Panorama user, stop all the Prime Home services by using the command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/primehome stop

Step 3 Alternatively, you can stop each component separately as detailed below:
Step 4 To stop Prime Home services on the Connection Layer:

a) Open an SSH connection to the required Connection Layer server.
b) Change the user to "Panorama" if you are not already.

su - panorama

c) Stop the register service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/register stop

d) Stop the acs service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/acs stop

e) Stop the nginx service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/nginx stop

Step 5 To stop Prime Home services on the Service Layer:
a) Open an SSH connection to the required Service Layer server.
b) Change the user to "Panorama" if you are not already.

su - panorama

c) Stop the register service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/register stop

d) Stop the ActiveMQ service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/activemq stop

e) Stop the tomcat service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/tomcat stop

f) Stop the nginx service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/nginx stop

Step 6 Stop CMHS and LUS as ciscorms user using this command:
sudo service god stop

Step 7 Stop Download Server using this command:
<ds_nginx_location>/init/nginx stop
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Check Status of Prime Home Services
Procedure

Step 1 If you are logged in as a root user check the status of the Prime Home services by using the command:
service primehome status

Step 2 If you are logged in as a Panorama user, check the status of the Prime Home services by using the command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/primehome status

Step 3 Alternatively, you can check the status of each component separately as detailed below.
Step 4 To check the status of the Prime Home services on the Connection Layer:

a) Open an SSH connection to the required Connection Layer server.
b) Change the user to "Panorama" if you are not already.

su - panorama

c) Check the status of the acs service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/acs status

d) Check the status of the nginx service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/nginx status

Step 5 To check the status of the Prime Home services on the Service Layer:
a) Open an SSH connection to the required Service Layer server.
b) Change the user to "Panorama" if you are not already.

su - panorama

c) Check the status of the ActiveMQ service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/activemq status

d) Check the status of the tomcat service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/tomcat status

e) Check the status of the nginx service using this command:
$PANORAMA_HOME/init/nginx status

Step 6 Check the status of CMHS and LUS as ciscorms user using this command:
sudo service god status

Step 7 Check the status of the Download Server using this command:
<ds_nginx_location>/init/nginx status

Pwatch for Prime Home
pwatch is the Application Watchdog responsible for monitoring different Prime Home components (tomcat,
activemq, acs, nginx, etc). Once Prime Home has been installed and configured and all the Prime Home
applications have been started, the administrator needs to enable pwatch.

The administrator must be logged in as $primehome_user.

• To enable pwatch, run the following script:
$PANORAMA_HOME/scripts/pwatch/pwatch monitor
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• To disable pwatch, run the following scripts:
$PANORAMA_HOME/scripts/pwatch/pwatch unmonitor

During a maintenance window, monitoring by pwatch should be disabled. Otherwise, pwatch will try to
bring up the application once it has been stopped.

Note

Workflow - If an application is down, pwatch restarts the service using the init scripts located at
"$PANORAMA_HOME/init". On next invocation of pwatch script by cron job, pwatch script checks if the
application is up or not. If not, it prints a message at services.log. pwatch repeats this monitoring for a maximum
number of times (configured as the value of the property "<service_name>_monitor_delay" in pwatch.conf).
If the application doesn't come up in that time period, pwatch disables that application. This event is also
logged in services.log.

Configuration file for pwatch is configured at $PANORAMA_HOME/etc/pwatch.conf.

Log files generated by pwatch can be monitored at $PANORAMA_HOME/var/log/services/services.log

Pwatch for Consul and Vault
pwatch_consul is the Application Watchdog responsible for monitoring Consul and Vault. Once Consul and
Vault has been installed and configured the administrator needs to enable pwatch_consul.

The administrator must be logged in as $primehome_user.

• To enable pwatch_consul, run the following command:
$consul_home/pwatch/pwatch_consul monitor

• To disable pwatch_consul, run the following command:
$consul_home/pwatch/pwatch_consul unmonitor

During amaintenancewindow,monitoring by pwatch_consul should be disabled. Otherwise, pwatch_consul
will try to bring up the application once it has been stopped.

Note

Workflow - If an application is down, pwatch_consul restarts the service using the init scripts located at
"$consul_home/init". On next invocation of pwatch_consul script by cron job, pwatch_consul script checks
if the application is up or not. If not, it prints a message at services.log. pwatch_consul repeats this monitoring
for a maximum number of times (configured as the value of the property "<service_name>_monitor_delay"
in pwatch_consul.conf). If the application doesn't come up in that time period, pwatch_consul disables itself.
This event is also logged in services.log.

Configuration file for pwatch_consul is located at $consul_home/conf/pwatch_consul.conf.

Log files generated by pwatch_consul can be monitored at $consul_home/var/log/services.log

Pwatch for CMHS
pwatch_cmhs is the Application Watchdog that is responsible for monitoring CMHS. Once CMHS has been
installed and configured the administrator needs to enable pwatch_cmhs.

The administrator must be logged in as $CMHS_OWNER user
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• To enable pwatch_cmhs, run the following command:
$CMHS_HOME/pwatch/bin/pwatch_cmhs.sh monitor

• To disable pwatch_cmhs, run the following command:
$CMHS_HOME/pwatch/bin/pwatch_cmhs.sh unmonitor

pwatch_cmhs.sh script is located in the following directory: $CMHS_HOME/pwatch/bin. This script is invoked
by cron job at regular interval. The cron job is defined by the installer script at:
/var/spool/cron/$CMHS_OWNER

If CMHS is down, pwatch_cmhs.sh restarts the service. On next invocation of pwatch_cmhs script by cron
job, pwatch_cmhs script checks if the application is up or not. If not, it prints a message at services.log.
pwatch_cmhs repeats this monitoring for a maximum number of times (configured as the value of the property
"cmhs_monitor_delay" in pwatch_cmhs.conf). If the application doesn't come up within that time frame,
pwatch_cmhs disables itself. This event is also logged in services.log.

During amaintenancewindow, monitoring by pwatch_cmhs.sh should be stopped. Otherwise, pwatch_cmhs.sh
will try to bring up the application once it has been stopped.

Configuration file for pwatch_cmhs is located at $CMHS_HOME/pwatch/conf/pwatch_cmhs.conf

Log files generated by pwatch_cmhs.sh can be monitored at: $CMHS_HOME/logs/services.log

Access Controls
Upon successful authentication, Prime Home provides personalized tools to its users (e.g., CSR). In order to
achieve that, Prime Home maintains various entities such as Permissions, Roles and Group matching table.
The following figure describes the relationship between these entities:

Figure 4: Authorization Management Entities Diagram
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Groups and users are maintained in the LDAP server - the fact that users can be grouped together allows the
various applications to define and apply rules easily and effectively. Prime Home maintains a table that maps
these groups to roles which define the permissions/privileges that the relevant user will have while accessing
the system. The permissions define the capabilities that the associated users (e.g. john@Cisco.com) have
(View CPE properties, reboot a CPE, etc).

When accessing the Web Interface, users are prompted with a login page where they enter the user-name (e.g.
e-mail address) and password. Prime Home uses these credentials to authenticate the user against the LDAP
server and retrieve both the users’ groups’ membership and selected user details. These user groups are used
by Prime Home to find the role which defines the user permissions to access the various functionalities.

Assigning Permissions to Roles
Permissions control the types of operations a user is permitted to perform. PrimeHome consists of a pre-defined
list of permissions for each entity in the system, such as: Portlet, Action in a portlet etc.

Permissions are associated with Roles. Each Role consists of a set of permissions that define the Roles’
capabilities. Each user will be granted permissions according to the list of Permissions associated with his
Role.

To define the set of Permissions each Role is granted to, do the following:

1 Log in to Prime Home as a system administrator.

2 Navigate to the Administration tab.

3 Click on the Roles page in the navigation menu. The following screen will open:

Figure 5: Roles Portlet

4 Click on the required Role.

5 Click on the Define Permissions tab.
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6 In the Add Permission menu, select the required Portlet.

7 Assign the required permission to the Role for the selected Portlet by checking the check box.

Associating Roles with User Groups
Each user in Prime Home should be associated with a User Group. This association is acquired from the LDAP
server that the system is configured to work with.

Since Permissions are defined via the Role entity, you need to define each User Group and its corresponding
Role entity.

To configure the Roles for each User Group

1 Log in to Prime Home as a system administrator.

2 Navigate to the Administration tab, open the Roles page and select a Role as described above.

3 Select Assign Members > User Groups > Available.

4 Check the required User Group and click on Update Associations.
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C H A P T E R  4
System Maintenance

• Logging, page 27

• Advanced Debugging, page 31

• System Monitoring, page 33

• Data Backup and Restore, page 37

• Purging old Data, page 38

• Device Profile Maintenance, page 41

Logging
Prime Home is a java-based application that uses a standard logging library that enables

• Controlling log retention and log rotation policy.

• Setting log levels to each log print, log levels are:

◦TRACE – verbose, includes maximum level of logging including all categories listed below

◦DEBUG

◦INFO – Default setting, include all Warning, Error and Fatal log messages

◦WARN

◦ERROR

◦FATAL - Severe Errors

• Setting the level of log messages for each layer and component.

Each log message includes a time stamp, error level (Error, Warning, INFO and Debug), the printing module
and the exact error text.
12:42:57,839 ERROR [LDAPImportMessageListener:33] Unable to process…
Some Errors are more severe and contain exceptions and thread stack traces:
12:55:02,509 ERROR [jsp:686] Referer http://10.71.5.10:9090/group/guest/stb/device-home
12:55:02,510 ERROR [jsp:687] Remote address 10.71.3.98
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Server Log Size on Connection Layer
Connection Layer log sizing and rotation policy can be configured based on parameters below:

1 Open file:
$PANORAMA_HOME/acs/standalone/configuration/standalone.xml

2 Locate the following block:
<size-rotating-file-handler name="FILE" autoflush="true">

<formatter>
<named-formatter name="PATTERN"/>

</formatter>
<rotate-size value="200m"/>
<max-backup-index value="20"/>
<file relative-to="jboss.server.log.dir" path="server.log"/>
<append value="true"/>

</size-rotating-file-handler>
where:

rotate-size indicates the files size, Once server.log file reaches 300MB, a new file will be created

max-backup-index number of files to back up, in this example 20 files will be backed up, in a cyclic
manner. Oldest backup overwritten by newest backup

Change Log Level on Connection Layer

Procedure

Step 1 Open the URL : http://<CL_HOST_NAME>:9990/console/App.html.
a) Enter username (admin is the default username)
b) Enter password. (Note that this is configured during the installation and can be found in the PrimeHome.conf

file as follows:
# JMX settings
JMX_PASS,JMX password,TEXT,s,jmxadmin

The main console opens.
Step 2 Navigate to Configuration > Core > Logging > Log Categories.
Step 3 In the Log Categories screen, select com.jungo.
Step 4 In the Details > Attributes section on the same page, click Edit.
Step 5 In the Log Level drop down field, select the required level.
Step 6 Click Save.

Log Size on Service Layer
Service Layer log sizing and rotation policy can be configured based on parameters below.

1 Open file
$PANORAMA_HOME/portal/tomcat/lib/logback.xml
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2 Locate the following block:
<timeBasedFileNamingAndTriggeringPolicy
class="ch.qos.logback.core.rolling.SizeAndTimeBasedFNATP">

<!-- or whenever the file size reaches 100MB -->
<maxFileSize>100MB</maxFileSize>

</timeBasedFileNamingAndTriggeringPolicy>
<!-- keep 10 files worth of history -->

<maxHistory>10</maxHistory>
</rollingPolicy>

In this example, once server.log file reaches 100MB, new files will be created and up to 10 files will be backed
up, in a cyclic manner. Oldest backup will be overwritten by newest backup.

Log Level on Service Layer
Service Layer log file resides in $PANORAMA_HOME/var/log/panorama_sl.log. To control message logging
level printed to panorama-sl.log perform the following:

1 Open file:
$PANORAMA_HOME/portal/tomcat/lib/logback.xml

2 Locate the following block specifying the default logging level:
<root level="INFO">

<appender-ref ref="FILE"/>
</root>

3 Change the logging level as required.

4 Save the file – the change will take effect within 60 seconds

Other Logs
Additional Log Files on Service Level

$PANORAMA_HOME/activemq/data/activemq.log (On first installation)

$PANORAMA_HOME/portal/tomcat/logs/catalina.out

$PANORAMA_HOME/var/log/panorama-sl.log

For advanced debugging, sometimes activemq and nginx logs have to be monitored as well.

ActiveMQ logs reside at: $PANORAMA_HOME/activemq/data

Nginx logs reside at: $PANORAMA_HOME/nginx/var/log/nginx access.log and error.log. PrimeHome turns
off the access log, and uses its own path for the error log file. The rest of the definitions are nginx default.

Front End Logs
Front End log file resides in $PANORAMA_HOME/var/log/frontend.log.

CMHS Server Logs
The following CMHS server logs are available:
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DescriptionLog File Name

South bound xmpp eventsSB_EVENTS_FILE

CMHS server related eventsSERVER_FILE

xmpp detailed eventsSB_EVENTS_DETAILS_FILE

North bound events from MQServer/SLNB_EVENTS_FILE

Performance detailed events such as SB/NB
connections, traps, alarms, xmpp messages, etc.

PERF_CUMULATIVE_FILE

Performance summary eventsPERF_PERIODIC_FILE

In order to update the logging level, perform the following procedure.

1 Open <CMHS_HOME>/conf/server_logback.xml.

2 Locate each appender (log) in this file and update the logging level as required:
<logger name="NbEvents" additivity="false" level="INFO">

<appender-ref ref="NB_EVENTS_FILE" />
</logger>

3 Save the file. Note that the change will take effect within 60 seconds as configured in the cmhs.properties
- cmhs.config.scantimems=60000 property in the same directory

Log Upload Server Logs
The following LUS logs are available:

DescriptionLog File Name

South bound LUS eventsSB_EVENTS_FILE

LUS server related eventsSERVER_FILE

LUS South bound detailed eventsSB_EVENTS_DETAILS_FILE

North bound events for file view/download requestsNB_EVENTS_FILE

North bound detailed eventsNB_EVENTS_DETAIL_FILE

Performance detailed events such as SB/NB
connections, upload requests etc.

PERF_CUMULATIVE_FILE

Performance summary eventsPERF_PERIODIC_DAILY_FILE

In order to update the logging level, perform the following procedure.
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1 Open <LUS_HOME>/conf/server_logback.xml

2 Locate each appender (log) in this file and update the logging level as required.
<logger name="NbEvents" additivity="false" level="INFO">

<appender-ref ref="NB_EVENTS_FILE" />
</logger>

3 Save the file. Note that the change will take effect within 5 seconds as configured in the
UploadServer.properties - UploadServer.config.scantimems=5000 property in the same directory.

Download Server Logs
1 Check for the running nginx conf file location. Execute ps –ef |grep nginx). Usually the config file will

be passed to the nginx service with a –c option.

2 Open the $NGINX_HOME/conf/nginx.conf file.

3 View the following log file for details: $NGINX_HOME/logs/access.log

4 View the following error log file for details: $NGINX_HOME/logs/error.log

5 You can update the log level for error logs to one of the following:

• emerg: Emergency situation where the system is in an unusable state.

• alert: Severe situation where action is needed promptly.

• crit: Important problems that need to be addressed.

• error: An error has occurred.

• warn: Something out of the ordinary happened, but not a cause for concern.

• notice: Something worth noting has happened.

• info: Informational message.

• debug: Debugging information used to identify problems

Advanced Debugging
This section describe advanced troubleshooting tools such as JStack and TCPDump that Cisco Engineers may
use for issues that are not easily resolved using standard logs.

Jstack
Jstack prints the stack traces of all java threads for a given process or core dump. It is used for debugging
scenarios that cannot be analyzed using available logs. Jstack tool can collect and compress (.gzip) Jstack
files of the last 7 days (deleted in cyclic manner), for debugging purposes.

Jstack logs are stored at $PANORAMA_HOME/var/log/jstack
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Jstack on Connection Layer
1 Find the relevant process ID running Jboss:

ps –ef | grep jboss

2 Extract the relevant process ID:
panorama 688 633 0 Aug28 ? 00:30:02
$PANORAMA_HOME/java/bin/java -server -Xms2048m -Xmx2048m -
XX:MaxPermSize=512m -Dorg.jboss.resolver.warning=true -
Dsun.rmi.dgc.client.gcInterval=3600000 –

3 As Panorama user, run the jstack command including the Jboss PID. For example, for jboss Where: 688
is the process id <psid>
$PANORAMA_HOME/jdk1.6.0_26/bin/jstack 688 >> /tmp/jstack.txt
jstack.txt file will contain the JBoss jstack output.

Jstack on Service Layer
1 Find the relevant process ID running Tomcat:

ps –ef | grep tomcat

2 Extract the relevant process ID. For example:
panorama 18662 1 2 13:22 ? 00:06:18
$PANORAMA_HOME/java/bin/java -
Djava.util.logging.config.file=$PANORAMA_HOME/portal/tomcat/conf/logging.properties
-Dfile.encoding=UTF8 -Xmx2048m -XX:MaxPermSize=512m -
Dpanorama.platform=tomcat -XX:j

3 As Panorama user, run the jstack command including the tomcat PID. For example:
$PANORAMA_HOME/jdk1.6.0_26/bin/jstack 18662 >> /tmp/jstack.txt
jstack.txt file will now contain the Tomcat jstack output.

tcpdump
When capturing tcpdumps, make sure you capture the correct network interface traffic. After capturing make
sure to kill the tcpdump by pressing Ctrl+C.

tcpdumps are an important investigation tool when troubleshooting the following scenarios:

Connection Layer Issues

• End-Users CPEs are not manageable

• CPEs possibly reporting wrong / unexpected data

• Prime Home’s TR-069 engine (Dimark) doesn’t behave as expected

• CPE Provisioning process is possibly broken

• Identifying Load Balancing issues (e.g. CPE traffic not spread evenly)

Service Layer Issues

• Load Balancer traffic doesn’t reach the Service Layer

• NBI API issues
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System Monitoring
Prime Home application monitoring service provides 3 types of monitoring / KPIs offering:

• Events Reporting SNMP Traps (server status, CPE outage events or KPI threshold crossing)

• Statistics and KPI Polling (statistical information) that can be polled using SNMP

• Key performance indicators that can be used to identify system outages and for troubleshooting and
diagnostics purposes.

Event Reporting (SNMP Traps)
Prime Home events are divided into twomain categories: Application Traps and Network (CPE related) Traps.
In each category there are two sub-categories: Threshold Alarms and Event Alarm (upon a specific application
trigger). A third category in the Application Traps is the heartbeat trap.

The Prime Home SNMP traps (common Alarms) structure is as follows:

Application Traps (OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.1.1)

• applicationThresholdAlarm (OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.1.1.1)

• applicationEventAlarm (OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.1.1.2)

• applicationHeartbeat (OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.1.1.3)

Network Traps (OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.1.2)

• networkThresholdAlarm (OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.1.2.1)

• networkEventAlarm (OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.1.2.2)

applicationThresholdAlarm

AnApplication Threshold Alarm is sent when an application KPI exceeds its defined thresholds. The thresholds
are pre-configured values in the Prime Home Application. The alarm can also be sent when a Household
topology job exceeds a pre-configured value. The notificationAlarmId (OID 1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.1) is
the unique identifier for the alarm which is sent through this trap. The notificationEntityId (OID
1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.2) has a string value representing the entity which caused the alarm.

For KPI threshold crossing, the notificationEntityObjectIdentifier (OID 1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.3) will
display the KPI's OID for which the threshold was crossed.

applicationEventAlarm

An Application Event Alarm is sent when a particular event occurs in the application (for example: server
down or household topology process which failed). The value of notificationAlarmId will identify the type
of event that occurred (e.g. server down). The value of notificationEntityId will identify the observer entity
(e.g. service layer node with a certain IP).

applicationHeartbeat

The Application Heartbeat is a keep-alive indication, sent every 5 minutes to the NMS system to let the NMS
know that the service is up and running.

networkThresholdAlarm
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The Network Threshold Alarm is CPE related. It is sent when a cross device alert is identified on a group of
CPEs. A cross device alert indicates a common alert identified on a group of CPEs. It is sent when a certain
amount of devices in the group have an error that is connected with this common alert.

The value of the notificationAlarmId object in this case will point to the exact type of alert that was identified
on the group of devices. The value of notificationEntityId will point at the name of the observed group.

Statistics and KPI SNMP Polling
Prime Home exposes Application statistics which can be polled by a remote NMS using SNMP. Please note
that on a selected most-significant list of these KPIs Prime Home will send an Application Threshold Alarm
Trap when a (pre-configured) threshold is crossed. For the detailed list of KPIs and statistics, please refer to
Appendix B.

Connection Layer KPIs
A monitoring tool called "JMX Monitor" collects the Connection Layer KPIs. This tool runs on each CL
server node and writes statistics to $PANORAMA_HOME/var/log/monitor-wildfly.csv, and can be used for
diagnostics and troubleshooting. The below table specifies that most significant KPIs collected by the JMX
monitor tool and respective thresholds that can be used to identify system outages.

ThresholdDescriptionKPI Name

Warning:

5K for period of 15 minutes

Critical:

40K for period of 1 hour

Number of ACS commands being
queued to send to the CPEs.

ACS Command queue

Warning:

5K for period of 15 minutes

Critical:

40K for period of 1 hour

Number of events being received
from the CPEs.

Incoming Events

Warning:

5K for period of 15 minutes

Critical:

40K for period of 1 hour

Number of CPE commands
response messages.

Outgoing Command Results

Warning:

5K for period of 15 minutes

Critical:

40K for period of 1 hour

Number of events being forwarded
by the TR069 engine.

Messages in outgoingEvents
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ThresholdDescriptionKPI Name

Warning:

5K for period of 15 minutes

Critical:

40K for period of 1 hour

Number of events waiting for batch
processing.

wfTriggerEvents

Warning:

20K for period of 15 minutes

Critical:

100K for period of 1 hour

Total number of messages pending
processing in all queues.

Total In-Flight messages

Service Layer KPIs
ThresholdDescriptionName

Warning:

Response time > 10 secs for 5
consecutive checks

Critical:

Response time > 20 secs for 5
consecutive checks

Measure the time it takes for a GPV
request for a single parameter of a
connected device o complete via the
Service Layer NBI.

NBI response time

Database KPIs
The following KPIs should be tracked to ensure that the database, hardware, and configuration of the storage
system are performing optimally. Exceeding the recommended ranges may suggest that the database, OS, or
hardware, or storage system is not properly configured or not adequately sized for the workload.

DB Time

This is the total time sessions spend in all database calls. Indicates the amount of CPU time the database is
consuming.

Warning Threshold: DB Time / Elapsed > Number of Cores * 1.5 for four hours

Critical Threshold: DB Time / Elapsed > Number of Cores * 3 for six hours

Load Average

The average sum of the number of processes waiting in the queue plus the number currently executing over
a given period.

Warning Threshold: Load Average > Number of Cores * 1.5 for 4 hours

Critical Threshold: Load Average > Number of Cores * 3 for 6 hours
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IO Throughput

I/O operations per second are one measure of a storage systems ability process read and write I/O requests.
Below are common observed ranges for a Prime Home under load.

Latency (ms)Peak IOPSAverage IOPS

1-550001500Datafiles

1-3400250RedoLogs

Latency

To identify IO bottlenecks, track the average wait time "Avg Wait (ms)" as reported by Oracle using Oracle's
AWR report. Average wait should not exceed 3ms. Consistency high values can be signs of a storage system
unable to keep up with Prime Home's database demands.

JMX KPIs
Prime Home components expose application KPIs via JMX. These KPIs can be accessed remotely as JSON
over HTTP.

Prime Home Connection Layer

KPIs provided fall into the following categories:

• Process (JVM) statistics including CPU, threads, memory, and connections

• CWMP Active Session count and length

• CWMP event statistics which captures the counts, event rate (1 minute, 5 minutes, mean)

Prime Home Service Layer

KPIs provided fall into the following categories:

• Process (JVM) statistics including CPU, threads, memory, and connections

• Active Session count and length

• NBI count, rate (1 minute, 5 minutes, 15 minutes, mean)

• NBI response time (min, max, mean, standard deviation, percentile - 50th, 75th, 95th, 98th, 99th)

Prime Home CMHS

KPIs provided fall into the following categories:

• Process (JVM) statistics including CPU, threads, memory, and connections

• Counts for CPE Connection and different types of messages (Stream established, heartbeat, status, etc.)

• Connection Request counts and rates (1 minute, 5 minutes)

Prime Home ActiveMQ

KPIs provided fall into the following categories:
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• Health of the ActiveMQ broker

• Statistics of current queue sizes and times.

• Process statistics including CPU, threads, and memory

JMX usernames and passwords are kept in $PANORAMA_HOME/etc/jmx/ tomcat_jmx.access/pass for
tomcat and activemq_jmx.access/pass for activemq.

Note

Data Backup and Restore
Prime Home keeps its data in the Oracle database. Backing up all or part of the Prime Home database is
accomplished by using the BACKUP command from within the RMAN client.

Performing daily scheduled backups to keep the application data secured is under the customer's responsibility.

Application Backup
Prime Home various files (binaries, configuration etc.) are located in the following places:

• $PANORAMA_HOME folder

• /etc/init.d the Prime Home startup scripts: On the Service Layer: tomcat, activemq, nginx On the
Connection Layer: acs, nginx

• In the database (configuration data)

It is recommended to back up these 3 data sources on a weekly basis.

Application Restore
To restore a previously backed up system:

Procedure

Step 1 Restore the Oracle Database data from the last known daily backup.
Step 2 Restore the $PANORAMA_HOME folder on Service Layer/Connection Layer.
Step 3 Restore Prime Home init scripts mentioned above to /etc/init.d folder.
Step 4 Stop and start the Prime Home processes as described in the Installation Guide.
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Purging old Data
Prime Home implements a data retention mechanism in order to delete expired data and to control the size of
the on-going growing tables. There are three types of tables that require periodic purging:

• Cached CPE data (parameters tables)

• Events

• Batch Operations Executions

For purging the deprecated data, Prime Home uses PL-SQL job that are executed using the Oracle
DBMS_SCHEDULER utility. The purging job runs every night at 00:00 am (configurable time), and purge
deprecated data from Prime Home tables according to the data retention policy defined for each relevant table
as described below. The retention policy is configurable.

Cached CPE Data
Cached CPE data (device parameters) falls into one of two categories: permanent values and transient values.
Permanent values are parameters that exist permanently in the CPE's data model for which Prime Home stores
the most recently retrieved value. Such parameters are only deleted from the database if the CPE itself is
deleted.

Transient values are parameters that refer to objects in the CPE's data-model that are generated and deleted
on-the-fly, such as a list of DVR recordings, or samples measuring tuner performance at a certain interval.
New transient values are added to the database all the time. Old entries are kept in the database for a specified
amount of time, for use in portlets or reports, and deleted once they expire.

The data retention process will delete only parameters that are marked as transient.

Events
Events are the basis for the CPE 'activity log' and other event log and auditing features in Prime Home.
Different types of events have different retention times, depending on the long-term usefulness of the event
data. For example, it is useful to determine how many times a device was reset in the last 3 months, but to
store a record of each routing ('periodic') TR-069 session with the device for the same amount of time would
be pointless.

Since different events have different expiration times, different retention policy is defined according to the
event type.

Batch Execution
A Batch Execution holds statistical information regarding a single execution of a specific batch on a specific
device. Prime Home will purge only completed executions, hence the retention policy will be based on the
Batch Execution's completion date.
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Configuring the Retention Policy
The retention process is a Prime Home mechanism that guarantees the database will be kept as compact as
possible, to ensure top performance for systems that are up for indefinite periods of time. The retention process
uses the retention policy to determine which data needs to be retained in the database, and which data can be
removed. Since removing data from the database requires a lot of resources, it is recommended to execute the
retention process during off-hours, when PH is relatively not loaded.

The retention policy can be configured using the fields in the DELETE_TABLES_SETUP table in the Database.

DescriptionField Name

Unique idDELETE_TABLES_SETUP_ID

Specifies which table the deletion will be fromTABLE_NAME

To check which rows will be deleted, write "select *
from <table_name> where <condition>"

CONDITION_SQL

Number of rows deleted in one transactionBULK_SIZE

Related to the job that runs the retention. All tasks
run in parallel, and in the same task they use the
RUN_ORDER to determine the order

TASK_ID

RUN_ORDER

Used to disable a retention policy without deleting
the row. Note that panorama_event is disabled
because it uses a different method for retention

ENABLED

Parallel delete is a different process intended for
heavy tables, currently used only for device_params
and should not be configured for other tables

PARALLEL_DELETE

Chunk size for the parallel deletePARALLEL_CHUNK_SIZE

To configure times for a specific retention task a scheduled job needs to be added or modified. Below is an
example for job creation to initiate the retention for task 5
declare
jobno number;
begin
dbms_job.submit(jobno, 'DELETE_ROWS_BY_TASKID(5);', TRUNC(SYSDATE+2)+17/1440,
'TRUNC(SYSDATE+1)+17/1440');
commit;
end;
/

Retention Policy
The following table describes the data retention policy that is used by the purging job:
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Days to KeepData TypeJob

14All eventsEvents

(panorama_events)

10History parameters (VOD, RF,
HDD etc.) and devices marked as
transient

Cached CPE Data
(Device_Params)

14Completed executionsBatch Executions

(BJ_DEVICE_JOB_EXECUTION)

14Completed one-time batchesOne Time Batch Executions

(BJ_SUCCESSFUL_ONETIME

_DEV_EXEC)

60List of recently managed device
per user

Recently Managed Devices

14TR069 engine log fileLOG

21All custom RPC requests from
device

Custom RPC

1All dataCurrent alarms

14System generated groupsGroups

90All audit data on tablesaudit_events

7TR157 data responses from deviceDevice operation result

14Old cross device alertsCross device alerts

7File imports done via advanced
search

Import_file

7TR069 engine transaction tableTransaction

14File downloadsDevice transfer

14Device pending requests tableDevice queue / complete queue

7File uploadsDEVICE_FILE_UPLOAD

7Device provisioningDEVICE_PROVISION

10Request dataREQUEST_DATA
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Days to KeepData TypeJob

10Session dataSESSION_DATA

Device Profile Maintenance
Prime Home auto-imports the device profiles and their images from a local folder upon start up (or upon
redeploy of an SL server).

The device profiles are located in the following folder as Json files:
$PANORAMA_HOME/etc/profiles/autodeploy/

The images for the device profiles are located in the following folder:
$PANORAMA_HOME/etc/profiles/autodeploy/images

Device Profiles can be exported separately or they can be exported in one file via the System >Troubleshooting
portlet.

For full information on Device Profiles, please refer to the Prime Home User Guide.

Installing New Device Profiles
This procedure shows you how to add or edit device profiles and upload them (and their corresponding images)
into a local folder which is then loaded into Prime Home.

Procedure

Step 1 Navigate to System > Device Profiles tab.
Step 2 In the profiles tree, select a profile and from the drop-down list, choose Clone for a stand alone profile or

Sub-Profile for a profile that "inherits" properties from the main "parent" profile.
Step 3 Edit this new profile as required. Do not forget to edit both the Name and Identity fields in the Overview tab.
Step 4 When ready, click on this new profile in the profiles tree and from the drop-down list, choose Export Profile

Only
A txt file is downloaded to your desktop.

Step 5 Put this device profile txt file in the folder: $PANORAMA_HOME/etc/profiles/autodeploy/ in one Service
Layer server.

Step 6 Put the corresponding back panel and front panel images in the folder
$PANORAMA_HOME/etc/profiles/autodeploy/images.Make sure this is done on every single Service Layer
server.

Step 7 Next, navigate to the System > Troubleshooting > Device Profiles portlet.
Step 8 In the Profiles Redeploy line, click on Action.

This uploads all the updated and new device profiles into Prime Home.
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C H A P T E R  5
Prime Home Portal

• Introduction to Prime Home Portal, page 43

• Configuration Management, page 44

• Quick Actions Management, page 44

• Customization Management, page 45

• Portlet Configuration, page 45

• Troubleshooting, page 46

• NBI Identifiers, page 46

• Southbound Authentication, page 47

Introduction to Prime Home Portal
The System tab in the Prime Home Portal GUi is specifically for internal Cisco System users to configure
and maintain the system. The following options are available:

• Configuration

• Device Profile - Refer to the Prime Home User Guide for full details on this feature.

• Customization Management

• Portlet Configuration

• Troubleshooting

• Quick Actions Management

• NBI Identifiers

• Southbound Authentication
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Configuration Management

Do not make any changes in this portlet without having fully researched the consequences.Warning

The Configuration Management portlet controls system wide configuration. It consists of Keys and Values.
Clicking on the icon displays a tooltip explaining system behavior. Clicking on the value opens an editable
text box as well as a tool tip. Click the blue plus icon to expand all child nodes in a single click.

You can both import/export configuration keys if needed.

In extreme cases, there might be a need to enter information directly into the database, overriding Prime Home
system mechanism such as cache. If this happens, you might need to reload the cache from the database using
the Clear Cache button.

For example, if you drill down to Import > Profile > Images > File Extension, you will see the default is
png. You can add other extensions to it such as jpeg or tiff.

For more detailed information on important configuration keys, refer to the Appendix on Database based
Configurations

Quick Actions Management
The System > Quick Actions Management portlet allows the Cisco Admin user to configure some of the
settings of the Quick Actions associated with the device using the Device Profile portlet. These appear on the
Device View > Quick Actions portlet for the CSR to use.

The Quick Actions are grouped into the following columns:

DescriptionColumn Name

Name of quick action as it appears in the Device View tabTitle

Defines which parts of the UI, if any, will be blocked while a quick action
is being performed.

Block Policy

The order they appear in the Device View tabOrder

Defines number of time to abort quick action if the devices does not
respond. Default is 600 miliseconds.

Timeout (ms)

Can group together certain quick actions according to customer needsGroup

Type of quick actionOrigin

Defines what type of Prime Home user can access the quick actionRoles

The Admin user can edit every field (except for Title and Origin).

The following actions can be carried out on the Quick Actions:
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• Manage Groups: In the dialog box that opens, you can create new groups and then afterwards you can
add the individual Quick Action to the group.

• Export Selected: Export a Json file of Quick Actions

• Import: Import a file of Quick Actions. It must be a clean file that has not been edited.

Customization Management
The CustomizationManagement portlet allows tailoring Prime Home installation for each customer by hiding
or completely disabling system entities that are delivered by default. For example, a specific customer that is
not interested in Gateway can have all gateway related entities disabled or hidden, such as Backup, All Gateway
group, etc.

Note that customer entities (such as tags or group that were created by the customer) are not visible in this
portlet, as they are not system entities.

The following areas can be configured:

• Tags: Predefined system tags are displayed here and you can choose to enable/disable them. For
user-created tags, see Operations > Tags

• Batch Processing: Systemwide batch jobs are displayed here and you can choose to enable/disable them.
In addition, you can choose to hide them from the CSR.

• Groups: System wide groups are displayed here and you can choose to enable/disable them. In addition,
you can choose to hide them from the CSR.

•Workflows: System wide workflows are displayed here and you can choose to enable/disable them.
Note that the Action Name will be displayed in batch jobs.

•Workflow Templates: System wide workflow templates are displayed here. You can choose to hide
them from the CSR if wanted.

• File Types: System file types are displayed here. You can choose to hide them from the CSR if wanted.

• Static Menu Items: Menu items displayed in the Portal. You can choose to hide them if needed.

• Vendor Lookup: Import Vendor OUI Lookup to preserve the mapping between the OUI and the vendor
of the MAC address prefix

Portlet Configuration
The Portlet Configuration allows the Admin to control some aspects of how portlets are displayed. The
following aspects are displayed here:

DescriptionName

Identity nameIdentity

"Friendly" namePortlet Name

You can set the "master" attributes for the resource here. Individual resource
parameters can have personalized values which are set inDevice Profile >Resources.

Resource Name
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DescriptionName

Can set it to read only or read/writeVisibility

Defines the time period that the data is refreshedStaleness

Fields that do not exist in the device can either be displayed as N/A by selecting
Show; or not displayed at all by selecting Hide.

Non Existing Fields

Defines how you to want to display the contents of the portlet - either in a list or a
tab format

Tabbed

Defines how you to want to display the contents of the portlet - one column or moreColumns

Can display these values in the Portlet. This is primarily used for the Settings portlet.Default
Value/Previous Value

In addition, you can choose to export/import the portlet configuration information.

Troubleshooting

Do not make any changes in this portlet without having fully researched the consequences.Warning

In this portlet you can:

• Reload/clear/show batch jobs

• Redeploy or export all device profiles

• Supports Device Affinity which ensures that each device is directed to one cl. This tab allows you to
see which CL a device is using, get the command queue, or see all CLs.

For each action, click on the Action button, and then click on the i icon in the Result column to see the results.

NBI Identifiers

This portlet is for integration / system setup use only. It should not be used in production.Warning

The NBI Identifiers portlet is used to define the "deviceIdentity" key in the System > Configuration
Management portlet. This configuration "deviceIdentity" key is used to identify devices when using the NBI.

The NBI Identifiers portlet itself is divided into two halves. The bottom half of the screen is where you create
and store Identity Keys. Creating a new key involves giving it a unique name and mapping it to a single
parameter in the device_params table, as well as the corresponding Business View column which is listed in
the device_business_view table.
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Once the required keys are created, you can move over to the top half of the screen called Device Identifiers.
When creating a new Device Identifier, clicking your cursor on the Identifier field displays a drop down of
all the Identity Keys created in the bottom half of the screen. You can select one Identifier for each line -
which will then have an OR relationship - between them. This is represented by ";" in the "deviceIdentity"
key in the Configuration Management portlet.

Alternately, you can select several keys for each line which will result in an AND relationship between them.
This is represented by "," in the "deviceIdentity" key in the Configuration Management portlet.

After defining your Device Identifiers, navigate to the System > Configuration Management portlet and
scroll down to the deviceIdentify key. The read-only Value field will display the Identifiers you just created.

The following API:
https://host:port/panorama-ui/nbi/netmap/v1.1/device/SerialNumberGw=123456/deviceProperties is used
to get device properties using the SerialNumberGW as an identifier.

Southbound Authentication
The Southbound Authentication portlet allows you to manage authentication.

In the System Configuration section, you can define the following keys:

ValuesDescriptionKey Name

None, Basic (systemwide), DeviceDefine which type of
authentication you want

Authentication Type

Allow, RejectDefines how to handle
unprovisioned devices

Unfamiliar Device

Free textAdd a predefined HTTP header for
authentication purposes

Untrusted HTTP header

Free textAdd a predefined HTTP value for
authentication purposes

Untrusted HTTP value

In order to configure Authentication at the System level only, you need to add a name and password in the
Authentication section of the portlet. This means that for each device, on first connection with Prime Home,
the user name and password as defined in this portlet is checked against the http_basic_credentials database
table. If it matches, the device is authenticated and provisioned.
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C H A P T E R  6
FAQs

• Specific FAQs, page 49

• Error Handling , page 52

Specific FAQs
The following questions and issues should help the Prime Home user with operations and monitoring tasks.

What are the Prime Home main processes?
All Prime Home processes are java processes executed using the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed
in the folder: $PANORAMA_HOME/java/bin/java. Prime Home processes are:

• On the Connection Layer: Jboss Server and nginx.

• On the Service Layer: ActiveMQ, Apache Tomcat and nginx.

• On the Front End: Apache Tomcat.

To check if the processes are running, type:
ps –ef | grep $PANORAMA_HOME/java/bin/java

Where can I find Prime Home configuration files?
Prime Home configuration files can be found in $PANORAMA_HOME/etc folder

How do I verify that Prime Home application is running correctly?
1 Verify that no critical server_down alerts (traps) were received from any of the Prime Home servers.

2 Log into the Prime Home GUI.
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3 Select a device that you know to be connected from the “Recently Managed Devices” or search for this
device using the quick search portlet

4 On the Device View portlet, click on “Refresh Status”.

5 Verify that within a few seconds, the Connection Status changes to “Connected” and the icon changes to
green.

6 For each of the Connection Layer nodes, open its health check url page at http://serverip/dps/hc and verify
that a blank page with Prime Home system information is opened successfully.

7 Open the application logs on each of the servers (CL, SL) and check for exceptional number of errors /
exception. If found – report to Prime Home support.

What happens when a user fails to authenticate with a valid login?
Check if other users are experiencing the same problem.

If yes:

1 Connect to the Prime Home active SL server and verify that the LDAP server is reachable.

2 Verify that there are no known stability problems on the LDAP server side.

3 Check if the LDAP settings in the Prime Home control panel are correct.

If not:

1 In the LDAP server side, check that the user is not blocked / expired.

2 Try to reset the user's password.

If the problem still persists, contact Prime Home support.

How to proceed when I get a SERVER_DOWN trap at the NOC?
A SERVER_DOWN trap indicates that one of the Prime Home processes has crashed. On the connection
layer it means that only one server is available for service. On the Service Layer it means that a change is
probably in process.

The trap itself (in the notificationEntityId OID) will hold information about the exact layer and node that is
reported on the problem.

When this trap is received:

1 Log in to the server that sent the trap.

2 Check the process status using the Checking the Status of Prime Home

3 Take a backup of the log files, start the process as described in Starting Prime Home services and send
the log files to Prime Home support.
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Why are user-initiated actions failing?
User-initiated commands, like Refresh or Quick Actions, that fail constantly due to timeout might mean one
of the following:

• The CPE you are working with is not connected.

• The Connection Layer nodes are stuck / down.

To troubleshoot this problem:

1 Search for at least 2-3 different devices and check if the problem persists.

2 If the problem is common to multiple devices, verify on the CL servers that the CL processes are up. Start
them up if they are down.

3 Verify that the ActiveMQ process is up on the active Service Layer node. Start it up if it’s down.

4 Check if a KPI threshold crossing alert was received from any of the CL nodes. If yes – it might indicate
that the corresponding server is stuck and might require a restart.

Why are there so many GenericJDBCException errors in the logs?
If you encounter many errors that include the following “org.hibernate.exception.GenericJDBCException:
Cannot open connection”, it might indicate one of the following:

• The database server is either down or unreachable.

• The Prime Home servers are over-loaded and can’t manage all the transactions with the database.

When such errors are received, contact the system DBA to troubleshoot the problem. If the problem cannot
be solved using the DBA’s assistance, contact the Prime Home support team with the relevant log files.

Why did I get a KPI threshold crossing alarm from Prime Home Connection
Layer node?

This happens when one of the following KPI threshold crossing alarms is received at the NOC from a
Connection Layer node:

• currentSuccessfulSessions is below threshold.

• currentInform is below threshold.

If either of these alarms are received, it might indicate that this node is up but not actually giving service.
Perform the following:

1 Check at the southbound (CPE facing) load balancer side the status of the CPE traffic load sharing between
the CL nodes.

2 Verify that there is a valid connection between the LB and the SL nodes.

3 Check the CL node’s log file if there is an excessive number of log prints.
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What are some of the basic Prime Home timeouts and are they configurable?
Some of the timeouts are detailed below. Where available, configuration options are detailed.

• CNR - Prime Home allows 5 seconds for the device to respond to a CNR (including completing the
security challenge phase); and another 1 minute for the device to come back with an INFORM “6
CONNECTION REQUEST” message

• Prime Home UI Portlets - Prime Home allows up to 1 minute for getting a response from the device.
For example, waiting for a GPV to complete.

• Quick Actions - The default timeout for Quick Actions is 1 minute. However, for slower devices you
can configure the time as necessary via System > Device Profiles > Quick actions

Error Handling
ResponseSeverityReporterSymptom

Try to start the process
according to Starting
Prime Home Services.

Collect the relevant log
file and open a Support
ticket to Prime Home
support.

Critical / MajorSystem AdminDuring a status check, one
of the Prime Home
processes was found to be
down.

A “SERVER_DOWN”
alarm is received at the
NMS system at the
Customer NOC.

Support ticket should be
opened immediately by
the customer's authorized
person.

MajorOperations UserOne of the steps in How
do I verify that Prime
Home application is
running correctly?
returns an error.

Follow the procedure
detailed inWhat do I do
when a user fails to
authenticate with a valid
login?

MinorUserA user unable to log in
with valid credentials

Follow the procedure
detailed inWhat do I do
when a user fails to
authenticate with a valid
login?

MajorUserMultiple users are unable
to login with valid
credentials

Follow the procedure
detailed inWhat do I do
when the user-initiated
actions fail constantly?

MajorUserActions initiated by users
(e.g. Refresh or Quick
Actions) fails constantly
due to timeout
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ResponseSeverityReporterSymptom

Support ticket should be
opened by the customer's
authorized person

MajorUserVery slow
responsiveness:

More than 20 seconds for
Prime Home login page

More than 20 seconds to
switch between pages

Support ticket should be
opened by the customer's
authorized person

MinorSystem AdminKPI threshold cross alarm
(see KPI Threshold
Alarms) is received at the
customer NMS system
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A P P E N D I X  A
Appendix A: SNMP Traps OID Mapping

• applicationThresholdAlarm , page 55

• applicationEventAlarm, page 56

• applicationHeartbeat, page 57

• networkThresholdAlarm , page 57

applicationThresholdAlarm
Trap OID = 1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.1.1.1

Table 2: Household Topology Threshold Alarms

Possible ValuesOIDField

HHT_FAILURE_THRESHOLD_ALARM
(4)

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.1notificationAlarmId

"HHT"1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.2notificationEntityId

Major (4), Clear (1)1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.3notificationAlarmSeverity

empty1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.4notificationAlarmAdditionalText

Alert threshold (per alert)1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.5notificationAlarmThreshold

Processing error actual value1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.6notificationAlarmValue

Alarm generation time (seconds since
1-1-1970 00:00)

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.8notificationAlarmTimeStamp
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Table 3: KPI Threshold Alarm

Possible ValuesOIDField

THRESHOLD_HIGH_VALUE_EXCEEDED
(21)
THRESHOLD_LOW_VALUE_EXCEEDED
(22)

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.1notificationAlarmId

The KPI's name for which the
threshold was crossed

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.2notificationEntityId

The KPI's OID for which the
threshold was crossed

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.3notificationEntityObjectIdentifier

Major (4), Clear (1)1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.4notificationAlarmSeverity

empty1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.5notificationAlarmAdditionalText

Alert threshold (per alert)1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.6notificationAlarmThreshold

KPI Actual value1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.7notificationAlarmValue

Alarm generation time (seconds
since 1-1-1970 00:00)

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.8notificationAlarmTimeStamp

applicationEventAlarm
Trap OID = 1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.1.1.2

Table 4: Server Down Alarm

Possible ValuesOIDField

SERVER_DOWN1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.1notificationAlarmId

layer:hostname e.g:
ServiceLayer:panorama-SL-2

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.2notificationEntityId

N/A1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.3notificationEntityObjectIdentifier

Critical (3), Clear (1)1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.4notificationAlarmSeverity

Server Stopping / Server Starting1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.5notificationAlarmAdditionalText

Alarm generation time (seconds
since 1-1-1970 00:00)

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.8notificationAlarmTimeStamp
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Table 5: Household Topology Synchronization Alarm

Possible ValuesOIDField

HHT_SFTP_FAILURE (2)
HHT_VALIDATION_FAILURE
(3)

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.1notificationAlarmId

"HHT"1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.2notificationEntityId

Major (4), Clear (1)1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.4notificationAlarmSeverity

null1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.5notificationAlarmAdditionalText

Alarm generation time (seconds
since 1-1-1970 00:00)

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.8notificationAlarmTimeStamp

applicationHeartbeat
Trap OID = 1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.1.1.3

Table 6: Heartbeat Alarm

Possible ValuesOIDField

Alarm generation time (seconds
since 1-1-1970 00:00)

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.8notificationAlarmTimeStamp

networkThresholdAlarm
Trap OID = 1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.1.2.1

Table 7: Cross Device Alerts Alarm

Possible ValuesOIDField

The ID of the specific cross device
alert (ID: 5-18)

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.1notificationAlarmId

Group label (e.g. fiber node id)1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.2notificationEntityId

N/A1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.3notificationEntityObjectIdentifier

Alert severity: Critical (5) Major
(4), Minor (3), Clear (1)

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.4notificationAlarmSeverity
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Possible ValuesOIDField

Empty1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.5notificationAlarmAdditionalText

Alert threshold (per alert)1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.6notificationAlarmThreshold

Parameter actual value1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.7notificationAlarmValue

Alarm generation time (seconds
since 1-1-1970 00:00)

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.1.2.8notificationAlarmTimeStamp
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A P P E N D I X  B
Appendix B: OID Mapping

• KPIs (Service Layer), page 59

• Statistics (Service Level), page 59

• KPIs (Connection Layer), page 61

• Statistics (Connection Layer), page 61

KPIs (Service Layer)
SeverityClear

Threshold
Set ThresholdOIDKPI NameKPICategory

Majorvalue <= 75value >= 1051.3.6.1.4.1

.10799.2000.3.1.2.3

currentHttp

Sessions

HTTP
sessions
opened - last
15 sec.

HTTP
Statistics

Majorvalue <= 750value >= 8251.3.6.1.4.1

.10799.2000.3.2.1.3

currentHttp

Requests

Number of
HTTP
requests
received - last
15 sec.

HTTP
Statistics

Statistics (Service Level)
OIDNameDescription

HTTP Statistics

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.1.1activeHttpSessionsNumber of active sessions
(currently opened sessions)
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OIDNameDescription

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.1.2.1totalHttpSessionsHTTP sessions opened -
accumulative

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.1.2.2recentHttpSessionsHTTP sessions opened - last 15
min.

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.1.3.1totalBytesSentTotal bytes sent over HTTP -
accumulative

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.1.3.2recentBytesSentTotal bytes sent over HTTP - last
15 min.

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.1.3.3currentBytesSentTotal bytes sent over HTTP - last
15 sec.

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.1.4.1totalBytesReceivedTotal bytes received over HTTP -
accumulative

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.1.4.2recentBytesReceivedTotal bytes received over HTTP -
last 15 min.

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.1.4.3currentBytesReceivedTotal bytes received over HTTP -
last 15 sec.

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.2.1.1totalHttpRequestsNumber of HTTP requests received

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.2.1.2recentHttpRequestsNumber of HTTP requests received
- last 15 min

Device Interaction

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.3.1.2recentConnectionRequestsNumber of connection requests
issued - last 15 min

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.3.3.1.3currentConnectionRequestsNumber of connection requests
issued - last 15 sec
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KPIs (Connection Layer)
SeverityClear

Threshold
Set
Threshold

OIDKPI NameKPICategory

MajorValue > 11Value <=
9

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.3.1availableDbConnectionsNumber of
available DB
connections
in the CL
pool

DB
Connection

Statistics (Connection Layer)
OIDNameDescription

Session Statistics

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.1.4.1totalSessionTimeTotal duration of TR-069 sessions
- accumulative

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.1.4.3currentSessionTimeTotal duration of TR-069 sessions
- last 15 sec

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.2.1.1totalInformTotal number of Informs received
- accumulative

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.2.1.2recentInformTotal number of Informs received
- last 15 mine

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.2.1.3currentInformTotal number of Informs received
- last 15 sec

HTTP Statistics

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.1activeHttpSessionsNumber of active sessions
(currently opened sessions)

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.2.1totalHttpSessionsHTTP sessions opened -
accumulative

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.2.2recentHttpSessionsHTTP sessions opened - last 15
min

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.2.3currentHttpSessionsHTTP sessions opened - last 15 sec

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.3.1totalHttpRequestsNumber of HTTP requests received
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OIDNameDescription

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.2.2recentHttpRequestsNumber of HTTP requests received
- last 15 min

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.2.3currentHttpRequestsNumber of HTTP requests received
- last 15 sec

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.4.1totalBytesSentTotal bytes sent over HTTP -
accumulative

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.4.2recentBytesSentTotal bytes sent over HTTP - last
15 min

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.4.3currentBytesSentTotal bytes sent over HTTP - last
15 sec

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.5.1totalBytesReceivedTotal bytes received over HTTP -
accumulative

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.5.2recentBytesReceivedTotal bytes received over HTTP -
last 15 min

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.1.4.5.3currentBytesReceivedTotal bytes received over HTTP -
last 15 sec

DB Connection

1.3.6.1.4.1.10799.2000.2.3.1availableDbConnectionsNumber of available DB
connections in the CL pool
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A P P E N D I X  C
Appendix C: Configuration Parameters

• Household Topology Configuration, page 63

• File based configurations, page 64

• Database based Configurations, page 65

Household Topology Configuration
The household topology synchronization is a process that runs at a defined schedule (default: once a day),
and synchronizes the topology association of each device in system. This topology information is required
for cross device alerts analysis.

Each device can be associated with a single topology group (topology tag). During this process, Prime Home
retrieves via sftp a comma separated values file from a configured SFTP server. This file includes the list of
supported devices with their respective topology association.

As a result of this process, Prime Home tags each device with its respective tag, and at the end of it sends a
log file with the process' result to the operator using email. If the topology synchronization fails, Prime Home
will also send an SNMP trap to the customer NMS with the exact failure reason: file transfer failure or file
processing failure.

Prime Home provides the administrator with the ability to configure:

• Staging server details (host/IP, username, password)

• Process Schedule

• Email information (SMTP server, receiver & sender details)

The exact properties are listed in the table below.

This process is enabled for relevant deployments only.Note
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File based configurations
The following configurations are in the configuration properties files located in $PANORAMA_HOME/etc.

ValuesDescriptionProperty NameConfiguration File

Household Topology

true/falseFeature enable/disable
flag

enable_importtopology.properties

Any crontab expression.
Note that blanks should
be replaced with "+"

Default Value:
0+30+5+1/1+*+?+*
(daily at 5:30 am)

Topology synchronization
scheduling

cron_expressiontopology.properties

sftp://[username@]

hostname[:port]

/path/to/hht/files

SFTP path to the server
where the topology file is
located

stage_server_urltopology.properties

file path

Default Value:
$PANORAMA_HOME/

.ssh/id_rsa

Name of the private key
file

privateKeyFiletopology.properties

host name / ip addressSMTP host to be used for
sending topology log
summary emails

hht.smtp.hosttopology.properties

any valid email addressEmail address to appear
in the FROM field of the
email

hht.smtp.fromtopology.properties

any valid email addressEmail address that will
receive the summary
emails

hht.smtp.totopology.properties

user/pass@host:port/SIDDatabase connection
string

oracle_urltopology.properties

Notification

Default ip is of netsnmp
agent that is used as proxy

IP address of default fault
management system
(SNMP Traps listener)

Appender.snmp.default.hostnotification-service.properties
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ValuesDescriptionProperty NameConfiguration File

Any crontab expression

Default Value: 162

Port of default fault
management system
(SNMP Traps listener)

Appender.snmp.default.portnotification-service.properties

Default Value: publicSNMP listener
community string

Appender.snmp.default.

community

notification-service.properties

Default Value: local hostsyslog server host name /
ip

Appender.syslog.default.hostnotification-service.properties

Default Value: 514syslog server portAppender.syslog.default.portnotification-service.properties

Database based Configurations
The following database based configurations can be updated in the Prime Home Portal. Navigate to System
> Configuration Management in the Prime Home portal. Please note that you need to make a full system
restart if you change some of the configuration key values.

Default ValueTypeDescriptionConfiguration Key

General

180000LongTimeout (in milliseconds)
of commands sent to the
CL

acs.command.timeout.mili

60000IntTimeout (in milliseconds)
of traceroute diagnostics
NBI

nbi.traceroute.timeout_ms

180000IntTimeout (in milliseconds)
of WiFi scan diagnostics
NBI

nbi.wifiscan.timeout_ms

Timeout (in milliseconds)
for Wireless Settings
diagnostic

acs.wireless_settings.

dlc.diagnostic_timeout

Device.DeviceInfo.

SerialNumber,

InternetGatewayDevice.

DeviceInfo.SerialNumber

StringList of parameters that
devices can be searched
with using the quick
search portlet

search.tr069.parameters.name
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Default ValueTypeDescriptionConfiguration Key

SerialNumberGw;

SerialNumberStb

String (where ;
denotes an OR
relationship and ,
denotes an AND
relationship)

Device Identifier as
configured in the NBI
Identifier portlet displayed
here. Used to identify a
device for NBI access.
This is the only parameter
that is read-only in the
System Configuration
portlet

deviceIdentity

AllowString (can be Allow
or Reject)

Defines whether to
authenticate a device if
there is a missing
provisioning record for
device.

system.authentication.

on_missing_provisioning

AuthenticationStringSkip authentication check
(automatically
authenticate) devices that
carries HTTP header name
& value

system.authentication.

skip_http_header.name

UntrustedStringSkip authentication check
(automatically
authenticate) devices that
carries HTTP header name
& value

system.authentication.

skip_http_header.value

NoneString (Possible
values: NONE,
BASIC_AUTH,
DEVICE_AUTH)

Sets the system wide
authenticationmode for all
devices.

system.authentication.type

Speed Test

180000IntTimeout (in milliseconds)
for Speed test from the
portlet

portlets.speedTest.timeout

File Upload

N/AStringUpload server URLwhere
files will be uploaded to as
part of the on-demand file
upload

fileUpload.server.url
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Default ValueTypeDescriptionConfiguration Key

N/AStringURL used from a
northbound interface (e.g.
by CSRs) for downloading
files being uploaded to the
upload server as part of the
on-demand file upload

fileUpload.server.northbound

N/AStringURL used by speed test
feature for uploading files
during the speed test
diagnostics

diagnostics.dldiag.

param.set.UploadURL.value

File Download

N/AStringURL used by speed test
feature for downloading
files during the speed test
diagnostics

diagnostics.dldiag.

param.set.DownloadURL.value

N/AStringURL used by the speed
test feature for
downloading files during
the speed test through the
3G interface

diagnostics.dldiag.

param.set.

DownloadURL3G.value

179000 (this should be
less than the
acs.command.timeout.mili)

IntTimeout (in milliseconds)
for the file upload NBI

workflows.fileupload.

timeout.ms

Diagnostics

180000IntTimeout (in milliseconds)
for diagnostic Ping
command

diagnostics.ping.

param.set.Timeout.value

180000IntTimeout (in milliseconds)
for diagnostic traceroute
command

diagnostics.ping.

param.set.Timeout.value

3StringNumber of ping attempts
that will be conducted by
the CPE while running a
ping diagnostics

diagnostics.ping.

param.set.

NumberOfRepetitions

.value
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Default ValueTypeDescriptionConfiguration Key

200IntA time threshold (in
milliseconds) used to
determine whether the
ping diagnostic command
was successful or not

diagnostics.ping.

threshold_ms

3000IntTimeout (in milliseconds)
used by the CPE for each
ping attemptwhile running
a ping diagnostics

diagnostics.ping.

timeout_ms

6000StringTimeout (in milliseconds)
used by the CPE for each
ping attemptwhile running
a traceroute diagnostics

diagnostics.traceroute.

param.set.Timeout.value

1048576IntThe size of the file that
will be used to test for
upload diagnostics
command (as part of a
speed test)

diagnostics.uldiag.

param.set.TestFileLength.value

N/AStringURL used by speed test
feature for uploading files
during the speed test
diagnostics

diagnostics.uldiag.

param.set.UploadURL.value

DLC

Product = falseBOOLEANDetermines if the "block
firmware upgrade" feature
(as part of the DLC
firmware upgrade
workflow) is enabled

dlc.fw_upgrade.

block_upgrade.enable

SUSPEND_FW_UPGRADEStringThe tag being used to tag
devices that are blocked
for firmware upgrade

dlc.fw_upgrade.

block_upgrade.tag_name

X CISCO_COM File
Download Complete

StringThe event being used to
determine that a file was
successfully uploaded as
part of the DLC firmware
upgrade feature

dlc.fw_upgrade.

upgrade.download_

complete_event

9802,9804,9805,

9806,9810,9811

StringList of return codes used
to determine if the DLC
firmware upgrade was
successful

dlc.fw_upgrade.

download_success_error_codes
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Default ValueTypeDescriptionConfiguration Key

X CISCO_COM External
Device Registered,X
CISCO_COM Birth
Certificate Generated

StringList of events used to
determine if forced
firmware upgrade can be
initiated

dlc.fw_upgrade.

force_start_events

EID,LastConnected,

MarketAreas,

SuspendedFwUpgrade,

DLCMobilityImei,

DLCSystemModeStatus,

DLAModeStatus,

DLCUpgradeMode,

Model_Name,

HW_VERSION,

HeartbeatMobilityStatus,

HeartbeatWirelineStatus

StringValid names can be either
column-names from
device_business_view, or
one of 3 predefined
columns: EID =
OUI-SerialNumber
LastConnected =
Timestamp of Last time
the device connected to
Prime Home
SuspendedFwUpgrade =
shows '1' for devices that
have the tag
SUSPEND_FW_UPGRADE
attached to them
MarketAreas = list of
market areas the device
belongs to

dlc.fw_upgrade.report.

bvHeadersConfig

1440LongTime (in minutes) to keep
generated reports in the
file system. Reports are
not deleted immediately
after this period of time -
each time a report is
generated, the files are
cleaned-up

dlc.fw_upgrade.report

cachedResults.expirationMinutes

TrueBOOLEANIndicates whether to
include in the report all
devices or only devices
that completed initial
discovery

dlc.fw_upgrade.report

data.onlyInitializedDevices

10800LongAmount of time (in
seconds) that a device is
offline in order to be
considered timed-out in a
DLC FW Upgrade report.

dlc.fw_upgrade.report

offlineInProgress

TimeoutSeconds

86400LongTimeout for Device to be
considered "offline" in the
report.

dlc.fw_upgrade.report

offlineTimeoutSeconds
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Default ValueTypeDescriptionConfiguration Key

$PANORAMA_HOME

/var/dlcReports

StringThe file system folder
where report files will be
kept after generation

dlc.fw_upgrade.report

reportDir

0String (e.g. 5m, 1s,
3h)

Determines how much
time report data will be
cached before
recalculation.

If the report is generated
before staleness expires,
the cached results will be
returned to the client.

To disable this feature and
always calculate results
from the DB- set it to 0

dlc.fw_upgrade.report

reportStaleness
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Default ValueTypeDescriptionConfiguration Key

TARGET_DEVICES,

COMPUTED_STATUS

Values Description:

• TARGET_DEVICES
- devices that are
supposed to upgrade
current file type (not
completed)

• IN_PROGRESS -
devices that have
downloaded the
upgrade-file but
haven't applied it yet

• COMPLETED -
devices that have
completed the
upgrade of the
file-type

• FAILED - devices
that have failed to
upgrade the file-type

• COMPUTED_STATUS
- an aggregation of
IN_PROGRESS,
COMPLETED,
FAILED - if this
measure is chosen,
all three said
measures will appear
in the summary of
the statistics, but in
the report itself, only
a single column will
appear per file-type
- 'Calculated Status'.
This column will
hold one of three
values - 'In Progress',
'Successfully
Completed', 'Failed'

dlc.fw_upgrade.report

statistics.fileType.measures

dd-MMM-yyyy HH:mmStringDate format for generation
time of report in report
summary

dlc.fw_upgrade.report

summary.dateFormat
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A P P E N D I X  D
Appendix D: Prime Home Processes

• Prime Home Processes, page 73

• Service Layer Processes, page 73

• Connection Layer Processes, page 75

Prime Home Processes
This section lists the processes that are running as part of each Prime Home deployment, the impact of disabling
each process on the system's operations and the TCP/UDP ports these processes are listening on.

Service Layer Processes
UDP PortsTCP PortsImpact when

disabled
DescriptionProcess

2161, 44974, 46909,
17478

9080, 29118, 9090,
9443, 8005, 5701,
5702, 8009

The Portal won't be
available

Tomcat JVM
process

java

N/A61616, 61613,
46654, 8161

The Portal and part
of the
communications
with the Connection
Layer won't be
available

ActiveMQ JVM
process

java

N/A80Prime Home GUI /
NBI will not be
accessible

Reverse Proxy for
Prime Home Portal

nginx - master/
workers
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UDP PortsTCP PortsImpact when
disabled

DescriptionProcess

N/AN/AResponsible for
auditing application
configuration and
important files

Auditing malicious
activity

auditd

N/A22Use of unsecure
protocols instead
such as telnet

Secure shell daemonsshd

N/AN/AImportant system
logs won't be
written

rsyslog is an
enhanced,
multi-threaded
syslog daemon

rsyslogd

N/AN/ADisabling it causes
performance
degradation

Daemon that evenly
distributes interrupt
request (IRQ) load
across multiple
CPUs for enhanced
performance.

irqbalance

N/AN/AUser space
programs won't
receiveACPI events

Notifies user-space
programs of ACPI
events.

acpid

161199SNMP traps won't
be available

Simple Network
Management
Protocol Daemon

snmpd

123N/ATime differences
between Prime
Home servers will
probably lead to
unexpected behavior

Network Time
Protocol is in charge
of time
synchronizations

ntpd

N/AN/ASystemmaintenance
scheduled scripts
and Prime Home
watchdog service
won't be available

Scheduled
commands executer

crond
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UDP PortsTCP PortsImpact when
disabled

DescriptionProcess

N/AN/ANew recognized
devices won't be
defined by udev

Udev is the
mechanism used to
create and name
/dev device nodes
corresponding to the
devices that are
present in the
system

udevd

Connection Layer Processes
UDP PortsTCP Listening PortsDisabling ImpactDescriptionProcess

35824, 35697,
45688, 1161, 3478,
55200, 46655, 7500,
1102, 52434

1099, 1100, 1101,
5455, 8083, 54200,
5500, 5501, 4446,
3873, 22850, 1090,
1091, 5701, 5445,
5702, 4712, 3528,
4713, 8778, 4714,
1098

ACS engine won't
be available

Jboss JVM processjava

N/A8080Prime Home will
not be accessible for
device connectivity

Reverse Proxy for
ACS engine

nginx - master/
workers

N/AN/AResponsible of
auditing application
configuration and
important files.

Auditing malicious
activity

auditd

N/A22Use of unsecure
protocols instead
such as telnet

Secure shell daemonsshd

N/AN/AImportant system
logs won't be
written

rsyslog is an
enhanced,
multi-threaded
syslog daemon

rsyslogd
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UDP PortsTCP Listening PortsDisabling ImpactDescriptionProcess

N/AN/ADisabling it causes
performance
degradation

Daemon that evenly
distributes interrupt
request (IRQ) load
across multiple
CPUs for enhanced
performance

irqbalance

N/AN/AUser space
programs won't
receiveACPI events

notify user-space
programs of ACPI
events

acpid

161199SNMP traps won't
be available

Simple Network
Management
Protocol Daemon

snmpd

123N/ATime differences
between Prime
Home servers will
probably lead to
unexpected behavior

Network Time
Protocol is in charge
of time
synchronizations

ntpd

N/AN/ASystemmaintenance
scheduled scripts
and Prime Home
watchdog service
won't be available

Scheduled
commands executer

crond

N/AN/Anew recognized
devices won't be
defined by udev

Udev is the
mechanism used to
create and name
/dev device nodes
corresponding to the
devices that are
present in the
system

udevd
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